Grant Wernick is the Co-Founder and CEO of Insight Engines. Insight Engines is a leader in natural language search technologies. The company builds products for the data curious to augment human intelligence with machine intelligence via its patented natural language processing technology. The flagship product, Insight Investigator for Splunk, enables people, no matter how tech-savvy, to ask questions of their log data and get answers in seconds. Insight Engines products are utilized by the Fortune 500 as well as some of the largest government organizations. Investors include August Capital, Splunk, Google Ventures and DCVC.

Mr. Wernick is a recognized speaker. He’s spoken at events like Techcrunch Disrupt, Splunk.conf and SXSW. He is often quoted in the press, appearing in business and trade media, including CSO from IDC, Government Computer News, diginomica, eWeek, siliconANGLE, Fortune, Forbes, Wall Street Journal and CNET.

Prior to Insight Engines, Mr. Wernick was the CEO and Cco-founder of Weotta. Where he built and led the talented team of natural language and machine learning engineers who developed the revolutionary natural language local search app used in over 1,000 US cities daily. Grant’s experience in high-tech spans almost 20 years, ranging from Applied Materials to part of the AngelList founding team.